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This Year in Music Class

How “Music is Connected” 

and more!
This year in music class, we will be exploring a lot of fun 
and exciting aspects of music! Students will notice three 
prominent themes repeat throughout this year:

GREAT MUSICIANS & MUSICIANSHIP
We kicked off the year by discussing briefly what it means 
to be a musician and discovering our first great musician 
for the year: Arturo Sandoval.             (continued on page 2)



In the coming months, students will be exposed to more 
incredible music and exceptional musicians from a wide 
variety of cultures and genres. They will discover what 
makes the music enjoyable to hear. And, they will learn 
how to embrace the qualities of a devoted musician.

MAKING CONNECTIONS
Up next, students will be introduced to the idea that 
“Music is Connected”. We will explore the close 
relationships between music and other subjects, such as 
math, science, language, history, and more.

Most clusters will dive in deeper than ever this year, 
making a connection between music and the topics being 
taugh by their primary classroom teachers.

PLAYING MUSIC!
Of course, it wouldn’t be music class if we didn’t learn 
to play or sing music. Students will learn different 
instruments based on their cluster and will play celebrated 
music compositions from the past and the present.

In continuing with the tradition started last year, we will 
also have more “Show & Tell” days for students to inspire 
each other by sharing their musical talents with their 
classmates.

This Year in Music Continued...



Compiled events above are not in any way endorsed by or assiociated with Mr. Cline, his business Studio of Matthew 
Cline, or the Open Magnet Charter School. Recommendations are based solely on programs that appear, based on 
limited research, to have relevance to the music program at Open School, are kid-friendly, and are free or worth it to 
attend. However, no guarantees are made in this, or in any, regard. PLEASE NOTE THAT THESE EVENTS WILL NOT 
BE ATTENDED OR SUPERVISED BY MR. CLINE, STUDIO OF MATTHEW CLINE, OR ANYONE ASSOCIATED WITH 
THE OPEN MAGNET CHARTER SCHOOL. DO NOT DROP YOUR CHILD OFF WITHOUT A PROPER GUARDIAN!!! 
Parents are solely responsible for the safety, supervision, and overall guardianship of their children. For more disclaimers 
and terms of use, please visit https://studiocline.com/upcoming. Questions? Call 310-876-2141

9/9
1-9pm Catalina Uke-Fest 
Wrigley Stage at Catalina 
Island ($)

2pm Charangoa
Fisherman’s Village in Marina 
del Rey
2pm Finger Dancers
Norwalk Library

Updated Weekly:
stcl.us/concerts
- event info
- audio playlists
- and more!

9/12
8pm Yo-Yo Ma
Hollywood Bowl ($)

9/10
2pm Susie Handsen 
Latin Band
Fisherman’s Village in Marina 
del Rey

9/14
8pm All-Mozart / LA Phil
Hollywood Bowl ($)

9/16
3pm Mariachi
Espectacular
Lennox Library

9/23
2pm Quattrosound
Culver City Julian Dixon Library
2pm Blue Breeze Band
Fisherman’s Village in Marina 
del Rey
3pm Nancy Sanchez
City Terrace Library
5pm Music Academy 
Young Artists
Colbern Thayer Hall

9/22
8pm Los Angeles
Chamber Orchestra
California Plaza / Grand Park




